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About This Game

Life isn’t getting any easier for our favorite ronin! The journey continues in the land of silk and steel, where fantasy and reality
clash and tough choices await you on every page. Get ready to prove why you’re the toughest ronin around.

Samurai of Hyuga Book 3 is the mind-shattering 225,000 sequel to your favorite interactive tale by Devon Connell, where your
choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power

of your imagination.

Become the judge, jury and executioner of your peers. Walk the path of the detective, unravel a demonic mystery—or be
consumed by it! Face your past and fight for your future as the student becomes the teacher. Discover the line between lover

and monster, and be prepared to cross it.

 Take the law into your own hands as you bring justice with sharpened steel!

 Unravel a demonic mystery and discover the truths you were never meant to know!

 Find love (or something like it) as you do battle against true despair!

That and so much more await you in the third book of this epic series!
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All the reviews on the "most helpful" catagory are just people complaining so I'll try to make a review that acutally reviews it.

cons:
-low resolution
-the game expects you to click on the beat of the song for combos, but the game is bad at recognizing where the beat is, so it's
pretty random if you get a combo or not
-2 of the 3 modes feel stressful and arent' very fun

pros:
you can play with your own music
the 3rd game mode, "ascend" is very fun

As you can see, the cons do outweigh the pros, so I wouldn't recommend buying this at full price. But if you see it on sale, (it's
only 99 cents right now) that third game mode is well worth the money.. Very interesting - great for warming down from intense
games. This game follows the Breakout style where you try to keep the ball up and destroy blocks and monsters. It has various
power-ups availalbe but nothing super unique that you have not seen in similar style games. Story is interesting with some
humor. Overall a decent little game for killing free time.. Last one in the trilogy... Better than the prequels :) 8/10. Controls feel
great! Very immersive. Great work!!!!. yea try it out, its a good time. This game is more frustrating than Chess! But that doesn't
take away how fun it actually is. I like to stretch my brain and this game does just that. In every day life, I don't get to be
strategic very often. It's nice to have a game in my life where I can plot, plan, and try to outwit my opponent. So in conclusion,
if you like classic brainy games, give this game a shot.
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Me.
Buy this game on sale on Steam, think you got a sweet deal.
Play for a couple of hours.
Origin releases for free the next day.. This is the best asset\/hardsurface creation tutorial I have seen.
Absolutely worth every $.
Can't recommend enough :) A must have. Ok, this is a very long route with pretty decent performance. It's a tad boring though.

However, I don't like the marketing strategy used here. The route has a 380km\/h top line speed (350 km\/h in most parts), but
to actually travel that fast, you need to buy another train. The trains included here are only going 250km\/h tops, which is
terribly slow on a route this boring.

If you like high speed, get it on a sale. Main upside is that it's long enough for a high speed route.. Now, this game is amazing.
And that is not because I got a key to review and do YouTube videos on it
It is genuinely fun. BUT it does have a VERY low player count (i mean it released just a few weeks ago and in Early Access so
meh) and some bugs. Graphics are amazing and the mechanics are just too good. They took years making this after doleing out
deeds on another game for this, and this is all they got to show for it. Kinda funny.. It looked interesting from the trailer but
don't expect it to be..... i recommend avoiding this game cheap buggy mess which is laughable with no updates.

Pros:
Interesting gunplay and gameplay from ww2..
Interesting rank system

Cons:
Cannot climb ladders nor stairs(buggy)
Bad graphics even the UI
Worse controlls i have ever felt
Dead servers and no teamwork.. Possitives
- Great multiplayer
- Czech game ;-)
- It takes only 56 MB on your HDD
Negatives
- Maps those you can play 2 times and after it they comes annoying as f*ck
- My friend can´t connect to multiplayer :/

It suck as♥♥♥♥♥♥!!! But it´s so great ^-^. As an (almost) PC exclusive gamer I get to finally experience the beginning of the
tale.
Overall Burst ReNewal is basically a combination of Shinovi's storytelling and Estival's gameplay i.e. it's the best in the series,
period. The story is more serious and less fanservicey while the gameplay is refined with really good additions. While it's a
retelling of the original Burst title, there are also additions in the form of DLC campaigns for Miyabi and Yumi. As a Miyabi
fan this prequel to her story was fantastic to witness. Great care was taken to flesh her out more.
Gameplay: unlike the previous games, in this one e.g. you have to use the block / parry against enemy Shinobis on higher
difficulties if you want the highest ranks and it's impossible to mindlessly spam Ninja Arts - instead there is a new mechanic
called Burst which greatly increases your damage. The AI (most of the time) forces you to block / parry and regularly stops the
near infinite juggling without stupidly using the HP draining self defense move. The enemy Shinobis also have lots of health and
the only reliable way to finish them quickly is either greatly outlevelling them or, again, using Burst. What's more, Flash mode
(normal mode) is now bunched together with the Yang mode (Shinobi mode) while levelling, so it's no longer such a chore to
level Flash itself (though it wouldn't be anyway with Burst). You can also easily level up characters using Secret Growth
Medicine which can be picked up during missions.

Unfortunately there's no multiplayer mode and the game is rather short - the missions are fewer and they are roughly the length
of the Shinovi Versus ones. Also, while there are non-canon Free Missions to play in addition to the campaigns, there are no
Shinobi Girls' Hearts storylines. But at least there's an epic final boss fight.

To sum it up, yes it's worth it, despite having some of the characters locked behind a paywall. Some, since, at the time of writing
this review, the rest are for free.. This VR experience is the good stuff. Nicely polished and has some pretty immersive effects
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like seeing your breath when it gets cold. My only complaint is that i didn't buy this sooner.
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